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CHRISTMAS STAFF PARTY
With 2017 all but over and everybody anticipating
the arrival of the festive season, the annual Christmas
staff party took place at Kolobe on 8 December 2017.
A good time was had by all with plenty of laughter
and singing – a fitting close to a year of hard work!

AVERAGE TEMPERATURES & RAINFALL
DECEMBER
Rainfall = 69 mm
Min temp = 15.6 °C
Max temp = 29.2 °C
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CAUGHT ON CAMERA!
While the main purpose of our camera trapping
survey is to monitor our leopard population, many
other interesting pictures show up! This beautiful
free-ranging cheetah was caught on camera twice
near Tholo Plains. The open bush patches in this area
make for excellent hunting grounds for this species.
It was with great excitement that we found a picture
of a kori bustard with young, taken from one of the
camera stations located in the western Wilderness
area! This photograph represents the first known
evidence of this species (the heaviest flying bird in
the world) breeding on the reserve, which is a clear
reflection of the health of our ecosystem.
Something else you don’t see every day… the timid
water mongoose is not an animal sighted regularly,
yet we caught a few great pics of them during the
survey. In this case, even a mother carrying her pup
while passing by our camera!
It is not uncommon for us to go through the photos,
suddenly seeing a big rhino horn and then nothing.
Indeed, it is our friendly white rhinos that love to
push down cameras! Here the culprit wasn’t aware
of an opposite camera snapping away, catching her
red- “handed” in the act.

BABY BOOM
In December, the reserve is flooded with beautiful
new life. Impala, blue wildebeest and warthog
give birth en masse with all the females in a
population giving birth in a short space of time.
This results in an overabundance of easy prey
for predators, yet allows for an increased chance
of survival for the individual youngster. Not
much more than two pairs of legs, the newborn
impalas learn the rules of the herd very quickly
and stick together in little “crèche” groups, often
supervised by one or two ewes.
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HERE BE DRAGONS
A group of dragonfly enthusiasts,
under the lead of renowned ornithologist and
dragonfly expert, Warwick Tarboton, visited
Lapalala during December. A healthy diversity
of species was recorded and photographed,
one of which is a new record for the
Waterberg region!

ROAN BULL TO SWAZILAND
The first bull of the Lapalala roan breeding
project has been sold and moved to the
Mlilwane Wildlife Sanctuary in Swaziland.
Charlie arrived in Lapalala in 2010 from a
provincial game reserve, Percy Fyfe, and has
proven to be an outstanding breeding bull!
The roan population at Percy Fyfe originally
came from the Waterberg region and once
roamed free in the area that is now Lapalala
Wilderness. The animals are thought to have a
higher resistance to certain tick-borne diseases,
making this bull’s genetics much desired by
other roan breeders. Although we are sad to
see one of the founders of our roan population
leave, his valuable genes will continue to thrive
on Lapalala and it makes us happy to know
that he will spend his well-deserved, final years
in a beautiful wilderness area in Swaziland.

TREE OF THE MONTH!
In certain seasons, some slopes on Lapalala
appear to be covered in gold. This is thanks
to the round-leaved teak, a small to medium
tree, which produces a seasonal abundance
of golden flowers, depending on rainfall.
Round-leaved teak commonly occur on
Lapalala on different soil types, and are
regularly utilised by elephant.
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